The propert,i(:s of aiiteiiiiiLs. such as blic input impedance and the field pattern, are now routinely (icterniined iisiiig nmiierical techniques for solving Maxw?!l's equations, such as tlic fiuite-difference time-doniaiii (FDTD) method. A criticczl region in these simulatioiis, particiil:irly for deteriiiiiiing the input impedance/admittance, is the feed point,. Often the geometry of t.lic feed point for the actual antenna is quite complex, so a simplificcl geometry fui tlic fced point is used in the numerical model. Differences then exist between the calculated and measured impedances, so a comparison of t,lie calcrilntcd impedances with the measurements cannot strictly be used to establish the accuracy of the simulation. In particular, such comparisons cannot be used to determino if the Iiunicrical calculation has converged, which in the case of the FDTD inetliod geiierally iiiraiis that. t,he size of the Yee cell is sufficiently small. In this paper, wc cxaiiiine the co~iveIgeiice of FDTD calculations of the input admittance of a simple dipok. arit,eiiiia for two different feed models. These results
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In Fig. 1 scliematic drawings are sliuw~i for the two feed models used in this investigation [l] . For both iiiiidels, iisar t,lic feed region, the antenna is a straight, perfectly coiiductiiig wire coiit,aining a gap. Oiitside of the feed region, the antenna can have any shape. In the iiiodel shown i i~ Fig. l The convergence study is based 011 the input admittance and is performed for the perfectly conducting, linear dipole antenna of square cross section shown in Fig. 2a . This structure is very easy to discretize in the FDTD model using cubical Yee cells. Here, we have avoided using approximations that are often introduced into the FDTD analysis of antennas that call affect tlie convergence, such as an approximate equivalence for a round wire, and staircasing of the geometry for the conductors. For simplicity, at each step in the convergence study, the next finer discretization is achieved by decreasing the size of the cells by a factor of two in each direction, i.e., donbling the number of cells along the autenna in each direction.
In the study, the ratio of the dipole's length to width is held fixed at L / w = 30.5. Fig. 2b shows the coarsest discrctizion used for the antenna: 61 cells along its length and 2 cells along its width. The shaded areas in this picture are the faces of the FDTD cells along which the tangential electric field components are set to zero, so they delineate the boundaries of the perfectly-conducting structure. The excitation at the drive point for the hard-source model and within the transmission line for the simple feed is a differentiated Gaussian voltage pulse of the form
where T,, is the characteristic time of the pulse. This pulse has the advantage that it has a well-defined spectral peak, and it does not contain any DC component, Two factors among several that were found to he critical in this study are the shift of the contour, C, away from the center of the gap in the dipole (s in Fig. l a ) and the width of the gap ( l g ) . Ideally, the integral around the contour should yield the conduction current in the arm of the dipole. If the contour is not shifted out of the gap, it will yield the "displacement current" in the gap. This displacement current depends upon the fringing field around the gap, which can change with the level of discretization. The length of the gap is commonly chosen to be one FDTD cell. However, for convergence of the impedance, the length of the gap must remain the same for all discretizations. An appropriate choice of these parameters is shown for three levels of discretization in Fig. 3 . Notice that the contours for determining the current are shifted away from the gap, and that they all encircle the conductor of the dipole at the same location. For the two finest discretizations, Fig. 3b and c, the average for two contours is used to accomplish this. The width of the gap is the same for the three levels of discretization.
What happens if the parameters are not chosen as indicated above? Fig. 4a shows results for the input admittance of the dipole computed using the simple feed model, Fig. l b , and a length for the dipole of L = 21.2cm. The contour, C, is chosen to be at the center of the gap, and the gap is one cell wide at each level of discretization. Clearly, the results are not converging, particularly at higher frequencies. Figure 4h is for the same antenna; however, the parameters are chosen as specified above. The results are now seen to converge.
Here we have mentioned two of the factors that affect the convergence of the FDTD calculation of the admittance, other factors will be included in the presentation. 
